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Illusionist
Telepath
Exorcist
Woodsman
Archeologist
Scientist
Courtesan
Witch Hunter
Slayer
Arcanist
Butcher
Avenging Madman

Token Guide
The front of ALL tokens is DARK BLUE, with a colored border that correspond to a specific character as showed on the table to the left.

The Front says STORY, CHAPTER or ENCOUNTER/COMBAT to indicate when these abilities refresh. The back of the tokens is color coded to help indicate on a quick glaze when it refreshes:

- **BLACK**- once per story (refresh at the end of story)
- **GREY**- once per chapter (refresh at the end of chapter)
- **LIGHT GREY**- once per combat/encounter (refresh at the end of combat/ecounter) In some occasion it would be per ROUND